Hybrid of Compressed Sensing and Parallel Imaging Applied to Three-dimensional Isotropic T2-weighted Turbo Spin-echo MR Imaging of the Lumbar Spine.
The hybrid compressed sensing (hybrid-CS) technique can shorten the acquisition time compared with the sensitivity encoding (SENSE) technique in lumbar MRI. To evaluate the feasibility of a hybrid-CS technique in comparison with 3D isotropic T2-weighted turbo spin-echo (3D volume isotropic turbo spin-echo acquisition [VISTA]) MRI of the lumbar spine. The Institutional Review Board approved this study and informed consent was obtained from participants prior to study entry. Sixteen healthy volunteers underwent lumbar spine 3D VISTA with conventional parallel imaging for SENSE and hybrid-CS at 3T. We recorded the image acquisition times of SENSE and hybrid-CS. We compared the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in spine, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), lumbar disc, epidural fat, and erector spinae muscle, and the contrast of spine, CSF, and disc, and performed qualitative image analysis assessment, between the two image sequences. The image acquisition time for hybrid-CS was 39.2% shorter than that of SENSE (218.4/358.8 s). The contrast of CSF and SNR of the spine was significantly higher with hybrid-CS than with SENSE (P < 0.05). The SNR of the disc and muscle was significantly higher with SENSE than with hybrid-CS (P < 0.05). There were no significant differences in the contrast of spine, disc, and fat, and SNR of CSF and fat between hybrid-CS and SENSE. There were no significant differences in the qualitative evaluation between hybrid-CS and SENSE. Compared with SENSE, hybrid-CS for 3D VISTA can shorten image acquisition time without sacrificing image quality.